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Common Rice and Meat Dishes 

 
 

Levantine Arabic transcript: 
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English translation: 

 
Woman: We have lentil soup, also one of the popular foods, not only for the poor -- I mean in the 
past it might have been; I mean the poor and the rich use lentil soup. Some add vegetables to it; 
some add rice to it; some do it independently, it depends. You have mjadarah,  mjadaret el-
burgul, mjadaret el-ruz.1 We depend on mjadaret al-ruz more than mujadaret el-burgul. In Syria 
and Lebanon, no; they depend on mjadaret el-burgul. I mean, they use bulgur in a very large 
manner [liberally], much more than rice, particularly in Syria. For them, bulgur is basic -- the 
same way you use the rice. I mean, they very much depend on bulgur manasaf,2 in Syria, I mean, 
and Lebanon, more than rice, they cook the bulgur -- they put decorations on its surface -- more 
than they depend on rice. You3 have the horse beans, chickpeas, and falafel. The falafel 
sandwich is very important, I mean, maybe in all of the Arab countries, but for us the falafel is 
something basic. I mean, when you eat a falafel sandwich, you feel it tastes better than a 
shawarma sandwich or a hamburger … for some people. What other popular foods that we may 
use … fish … fish with tahinah, all kinds of fish. It is also found in the region of Belaad al-
Sham. El-Syyaddeyeh … el-Syyaddeyeh is a food, I mean, it is Egyptian; Egyptians, too, use el-
Syyaddeyeh, but also the region of Palestine which is on the sea, like Jaffa and Haifa … they 
very often cooked el-Syyaddeyeh, and, as you know, after the migration here, they transferred 
this food too to us in the West Bank, or to Jerusalem… [el-Syyaddeyeh] is fish with rice. 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
1 Mjadarah is rice and lentils; burgul is bulgur (wheat), and ruz is rice. 
2 Middle Eastern dish: see the mansaf video for more information.  
3 Sesame seed paste.  
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